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Abstract 

In recent years. manufacturers have taken initiatives to integrate infoormation 
within their supply chains in order to provide quick response to customer needs. 
In this paper, we study the influence of sharing supplier capacity information 
(such as available-to-promise (ATP)) on the performance of a supply chain. We 
consider a supply chain in which a manufacturer orders raw materials from two 
alternative suppliers differing in cost and capacity. We first derive the optimal 
inventory policy for the manufacturer under stochastic demand. Subsequently, 
using simulation, we compare different information sharing scenarios. Among 
other results our study shows that, while information sharing is beneficial to 
overall supply chain performance. it can be detrimental to individual entities in 
the suppIy chain. We find that when supplier adoption costs of the inforniation 
system are negligible, the more expensive supplier makes less profits under in- 
formation sharing. However. it is f o m d  to share information. Wien adoption 
costs are substantial, our results indicate that it is better for the manufactures 
to have information links with fewer suppliers (a  subset of potential suppliers). 

Key words: Supply chain; stochastic demand; supply uncertainty: available-to- 
promise( ATP) iiiformation: inter-organizational system(I0S) adoption. 





1 Introduction 

In  a highly competitive market. manufacturers face the challenge of retluch$ Ipro4liirr 

development time. improving quality. and, reducing cost and leadtime for pmcluction. 

Their sncccss in overcoming these challenges depends to  a great extent 011 their abiliry 
to  integrate individual plant,s (entities) int,o a tightly coupled supply chain. hlan- 
ageriient of niat.erial flow across several sites of the same enterprise is in itself quite 
challenging. This challenge is further complicated due t,o diverse (sometinies coiiflirt- 
ingj interests of different entities in the supply chain. Recent studies [Helpcr and 

Salio! 1995). Ldo( 1993). ECR( 1993)] indicate that many manufacturers are sharing iii- 

formation (through inter-organizational information systems) with their suppliers to 

improve performance of the supply chain in terms of cost and customer service. FIX 
example! JC Penny insralled a large-scale computerized inventory system to autoni,?r,- 
ically reorder products from 2% suppliers, which accounted for more than 50 %, of 

their business [llayo(19S6)]. However, the extent of benefits due to iiiforniat.ioii shay-  

iiig to different. organizational entities is not well quantified. [Srinivasan et.al( l<NL). 
Cole and t'amakushiji( 19S4)] show in their empirical study that sharing information 

wi th  the suppliers led to a significant improvement in the performance of C'hryslt~ 

and Toyota respectively. However; [Cash and Iionsynski (19S3)] indicatr t l i a t  iiii txr- 

orgnnizatioiial systems (10s j in many cases: under the guise of faster iiiioi.riia~iori iloiv 

shifted invent,ory holding costs and business risks to suppliers. 

In this paper, we study the influence of sharing supplier information mi ilifFrrnit. 
organizational entities in t,he supply chain. We consider a rnanufact.urer \vIio pror!ii~(~s 

components from two alternative suppliers while facing st.ochastic deniaic; i'or i~ c i i i j ! : I r  

product. Suppliers differ in terms of cost and availahle-to-promise (?;T;I') c 

The more expensive supplier shows less variation in the capacity alloc~i~iwi : I , :  rrlii- 

pared to the other supplier. We consider a discrete time single period prob!ein 

sequence of elrents is as follows- (1) Suppliers calculate the ATP quantily ;1,11d asseiihli. 

componcnts t o  satisfy the ATP demand. (2) Manufacturer places an order with one or 

more suppliers. In case, ATP information is shared then i t  uses that infor~;~;~iiori while 

ordering, otherwise, it uses an approximation based on historical data. ( 3  ) S!tl>plicr~ 
deliver the order i n  full or part based on the order size. They incur  a Iiol(!iii;; CO'I 

for left, oirer invent.ory and st,ocli-out cost for unsatisfied deina.11d (no 1,acliluggi~l;). ( i )  



!vIanufact.iirer converts raw inventory received from suppliers into finished prorluct,s. 

i.5') Demand occurs at the end of the period. Manufacturer uses finished produc.ts to 

?a[,istj demand. Holding cost is incurred on excess inventory (carried to nest period1 
a.nd stock-out cost for unsatisfied demand [no backlogging). We derive t,he optimal in-  
ventory policy that minimizes expected cost incurred by the manufacturer under abow 
conditions. We also provide a newsboy interpretation to the policy and generalize it 
t o  multiple suppliers. 

In our computational study (with two suppliers), we simulate the inventory policy 

for a large number of periods under different demand scenarios and capacity allocations 
Ly suppliers. Mie compare performance in terms of costs incurred by the manufacturer, 

profits of suppliers and percentage of demand satisfied for alternative models of infor- 
ination sharing [of supplier ATP capacity) (1) information links with both siippliers. 

( 2 )  information link with one supplier and (3)  information links with no supplier. Our 
results indicate that the supply chain performs better in termsof cost and qualit,!- of ser- 
vices (mesured  in terms of percentage of demand satisfied on time) under information 

shnring. We find that information sharing improves performarice of the nianufact,urer 
and the less expensive supplier. We also find that the more expensive supplier is f 0 r C F d  

to share information though information sharing is not of inherent advantage to it.  

Siihsequently, we analyze the impact of introduction of supplier adoption costs (cost 
to  set-up and maintain information links). [E;lein(l992) and Kelleheri 19S6)j indicate 

that manufacturers, in practice, pay a subsidy (increase in price paid per component) 

t.o suppliers in order to compensate them for incurring additional investment for infor- 

mation sharing. .&o, amount of subsidy (increase in price) is directly related t.o cost 

incurred by suppliers to adopt the information system. In our computational study. 
we vary the amount of subsidy given by the manufacturer in alternative rnodrl.; or 

iiiformation sharing. Our  results indicate that if cost of adoption of the inform a t '  .IO11 

system is relatively large (higher subsidy) then it is better for the mariufacturer not. 

to have information links with any of the suppliers. However, under lower adoption 

costs it is better for the manufacturer to set-up information links with one or both the 
suppliers. Further our results indicate that. the maiiukcturer is more likely to  rnaint.ain 
information links with suppliers when there is greater uncertainty in the supply process. 

J,it,eratiire related to slipply chain analysis have indicated that dyL1aniic.s associ- 



ated with a supply- chain can be extremely complex [Lee arid Billington (1992:)] arid in 

most cases. can he empiricaily verified only through siniulation. [Cohen arid Lee( 19SS)l 
present a comprehensive approximation of a supply chain model that incorpora,t,es raw 

materials, production and a distribution system and provide valuable insight. into dp- 

namics of supply chains where demands are stochastic and all locations use reorderin: 

policies specified by two numbers (i.e. ($3) or (Q,R)j. [Pyke and Cohen (1993j.(IWl)! 
study a three stage linear integrated production-distribution system. develop the dis- 
tribution for key random variables, and discuss managerial insights t,hat arise from thc 

analysis. In this paper. we use simulation to study the influence of informabion sharing 

on the supply chain. Comparative analysis of diversification strategies for the m u -  

ufacturcr under supply uncertainty are discussed in [Moinzadeh and Sahmias( 1988:). 
Itamasesh e t a1  (1991)(1993). Lau and Lau(1994)l. [Anupindi and .L\kella(l993)! study 
a model where a manufacturer facing uncertain demand procures a component frorn two 

alt.ernative suppliers. One of the suppliers is more expensive than the other in terrnb 

of cost but is more reliable in terms of delivery. The authors derive optimal in \wi-  
tory policy for the manufacturer under different scenarios (corresponding to shipmmts 

from suppliers) for single and multiple period problems. O u r  model is rdated to t.he 

aliove model: however, we additionally include capacity restrictions on suppliers and 

analyze the influence of information sharing in such a situation. Inter-organizational 

information systems have been studied predominantly using economic models [Rig- 
gins et a1.(1991), Marcus(l990), Oren and Smith(l981)l. These models consider utility 

function of the user to join the information network. [Wang and Seidniann( 1!I95)] usc 

an economic model to study the influence of electronic data interchange ( € 3 1 )  and its 

adoption by suppliers. They consider a downward sloping deterministic denialid for 

t h e  manufacturer. They find that i t  is optimal for the manufacturer to adopt ED1 with  
ferwr suppliers when the supplier adoption costs are high. Interestingly, in this paper 

we find a similar result in the computat,ional study. In our problem, the rrianufact,urer 

faces stochastic demand, shares ATP information and, optimizes ordering, stocli-orlt 
and inventory costs. 

The rcst of t,he paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe tht. conceptual 
model and our hypotheses. Subsequently, we develop the basic analytical motlcl. \<e 

derive the optimal inventory policy and generalize i t  to Inultiple suppliers. ln scct.ioli :3. 
w e  describe alternative models of information sharing and supplier adop!.ion co.;ts. lli 



section 4. we discuss our computational results. In section i: we present our concluding 
remarks and identify opport,unities for future research. 

2 Basic Model 

In this section. we first introduce the conceptual model. Subsequently we formulate a 
basic analytical model. We derive the optimal invcntory policy for the manufacturer. 

We also provide a newsboy interpretation to the policy and generalize our results to 

multiple suppliers. 

2.1 Conceptual Model 

Recent studies have shown that quick propagation of relevant inforniation can enhancr 
the performance of a supply chain to a great extent [Udo(1993)]. Information transfer 

in one form or the other occurs bet.ween every pair of interacting entitirs in a supply 

chain. differing only in the type and time of sharing of information. In this study. we 

consider a manufacturer who orders goods from two alternate suppliers. The inforrria- 
tion that is being shared is the ATP capacity of suppliers for this manufacturer. The 
manufacturer orders goods from suppliers in  each period after incorporating siipplier. 
information in the reordering policy. 

Information sharing can have beneficial or detriniental effect on an entity depending 
on the type of information shared and with whom it is shared. We have identified three 

basic hypotheses with respect to exchange of supplier information which are as follows. 

a H I :  Supplier information sharing lends to better perfonnance in the supp ly  c h i n  
both in terms of cost and quality of sewice. 

Empirical evidence has indicated that sharing information on demand forecask 

and delivcry of shipments has significantly improved the performance of the sup- 

ply chain at Chry-sler [Srinivasan et.al (1994)l and ‘I’oyota [Cole and Ya’arnakushiji 

(19S4)I. We feel that supplier information should also have a similar effect hc- 
cause i t  reduces the amount. of uncerbainty- in the system. 

a H 2 :  Supplier information sharilzg is  beneficial to al l  the orgnnizntionnl en.titie3 
i n  the supply chnin. 
In  our model, we incorporate supplier information in the reordering dpcision 



process of the manufacturer. Information sharing reduces the uncert.ainty in  the 
supply process. and as a result. we feel that it would be beneficial to all erit,iT.ics. 
though the degree of benefit may vary. However. [Cash and Iionsynski (19S.S:)l c i tc  

examples where information sharing shifted inventory holding costs and busiIiess 

risks to the supplier. 

H.7: Suppliers would be willing to  share infoTmation. 
This hypothesis is based on the empirical evidence which shows that there is a 

significant increase in the number of suppliers who shared information wi tdi t,lw 
manufacturer in the last decade [Helper( 1991): Helper and Sa.ko( 199S)l. 

In order to evaluate these hypotheses, we first develop a basic model for mu1iifa.r- 

turer/supplier interaction in a simple twetiered supply chain. and establish au optima,l 
ordering policy for the manufacturer. We then use the basic model to define a serics 

of more specialized models, each making different assumptions about thr extent and 

cost of supplier information exchange. Through simulation we evaluate each of t.hese 

riiorlels and relate results obtained to hypotheses identified above. 

2.2  Analytical Model 

In the basic model, we consider a supply chain in which there is a single mauufacturt~ 

who orders goods from t.wo suppliers. Suppliers differ in cost and the capacity allocatrrl 

for the manufacturer. We assiime that suppliers can procure raw material imnierlialely 

and supply them i n  the same period. However, they have a limited capacity which de- 
termines the ATP quantity. This quantity is perceived as a stochastic allocation by tlir 

manufacturer because it changes from period to period. The fluctuations in capa.cit.y 

allocations occur because suppliers face demand from other manufacturers as bvell. 

do not address the issue as to how capacity allocation is done at  the supplier’s md. I11 

order to keep the analysis tractable we assume that for a particular manufacturer the 

allocation in each period is a random variable from a stationary distribut.ion. Thr dis- 

tril,ution corresponding to the less expensive supplier has more variancc for t,lir s a n i r  

mean value. 

1.0 formulat,e the  model more precisely, we use the following notations: 

4 ,F: random demand for the manufacturer in a period 



I Ci: airailable-to-promise capacity of supplier i in a period. 

e p ; :  cost of procuring the component from supplier i .  

x: on-hand inventory for the manufacturer at the start of a pcriod. 

ai: quantity ordered from supplier i in a period 

0 ~ ; ( . ~ c i ) :  0-1 variable indicating whether the whole quantity w; would be received 
from supplier i. &(q) = 1 indicates that tui would be received completely. 

:)i: quantity t.hat is expected from supplier i when I&(w;) = 0.  

e ?i: per unit per period stock-out cost for the manufacturer. 

e 11: per unit per period holding cost for the manufacturer 

e p , :  mean of C;. 

e cr,: standard deviation of C,. 

e Si() :  probability density of [. 

0 F ( 0 :  cumulative density of (, 

M ( z >  w1!w2): expected cost incurred by the manufacturer in a single period when 
the on-hand inventory is z and w1, w2 quantities are ordered from the suppliers. 

We consider a single period model where the manufacturer minimizes espected cost 

incurred iW(z ,wl :w~) .  M ( s , w ~ , w z )  consists of- (1) cost of procuring the component 

from suppliers, (2) cost of carrying excess inventory or holding cost at the rate of h 
per itern and (3)  cost of falling short of the demand or the stock out cost a t  the ratc 
of ir per item. In any given period, the following sequence of events takes place: 

0 Suppliers calculate the  ATP quantity C; and assemble coniponents to satisfy the 
ATP demand. 

e Manufacturer places an order with one or more suppliers based on the ciirrent 
inventory level z and supplier capacity information. When ATP iiiforrllatiorl is 

available t,he maximum amount that could be expected is C; i,e 7;  = C,. 



Suppliers deliver the order in full or part based on the order size. They iiicur a 

holding cost for left over inventory and stockout cost for unsatisfied demand (110 

backlogging). 

0 Manufacturer pays for goods received and co1iwrt.s them into finished products. 

Demand { occurs a t  the end of the period. Manufacturer uses the finished inwii- 
tory to satisfy demand. Holding cost is incurred on excess inventory (ca.rried to  
the next period) and stock-out cost for unsatisfied demand ( n o  backlogging). 

2.2.1 

Tlrc cspected cost incurred by the manufacturer is given by the equation below. 

Single Period Cost Function for the Manufacturer 

J 
Y 0 

\v hr re, 
B1(wl).&(u12) i f  7J = x + W] + 7 2  

p ~ ( t L ~ 1 ) . ~ 2 ( W * )  if y = I + w1 + U!.Z 

P l ( w l ) . & ( w )  if y = .r t 7 1  t w2 
~ ( ~ ~ ~ , t ~ z ~ y )  = P , ( W ~ ) . ? Z ( W ~ )  i f  y = . t + - j 1  + y ~  

- 

- 1 0 if othew:ist. 

The function @ ( w 1 3 w ~ ~  y)  indicates the probability that on-hand i~ ivr t i io iy w i i  1 1  1 ! i v  

manufacturer is y after orders have been received (the on-hand inwril.oi-;< I ,i.l;.,+g- 0 1  c ! , ~  

iiig was x) given that it ordered wl and w2 items from suppliers. For esa~riplc.  ii bhe 
on-hand invent,ory with the manufacturer after orders arrive is z t w, -f wy i.lirii 1iot.h 

suppliers supplied the whole quantity. Thus, the value of d is giver] by 3 1 ( w l ) . 3 2 ( t r 2 ) ,  

which is the probability that both suppliers supply t h e  whole quaiii.ity w l .  

?'hc cost of ordcring w, items from each of the supplier is eithcr p..tvi .  i l l  e : !?< '  t , l rr  

inanufactui-el- expects to receive the whole quantity ( 7 ~ ~ )  or p;.-,;.  whtw thi- I I I ~ ~ I L I I ~ ~ =  

turrr  expectk that the supplier would supply only 7 , .  The espectcd r w f  ol' !:,J,!;II: 



invcnt.ory given that g is the on-hand in\-entory after orders have been received is given 

b!: h.. J(y - [ ) f ( [ j d (  where the integral term represents expected number of leftover 

items after the demand 5 is satisfied. The total expected inventory holding cost is 

obtained by multiplying the above cost by the probability of realizing the  value y given 
by O ( W , , Z L ’ ~ , ? J )  and summing over all possible values of y .  Similarly. espectetl cost of 

stock-out given that y is the on-hand inventory after orders have been received is given 
by x. I([ - g ) f ( , { ) d <  where the integral term represents expected number of items lhat. 

werc stocked out. The t,otal expected cost of stock out is obtained by multiplying the 

&ove cost by the probability of realizing the value y given by + L I ~ ,  u’?. y )  and siiriirriirig 

over all possible value of y.  Recall that 9; is a 0-1 variable as a result o~i ly  four values 

of are feasible. 

Y 

0 

r. 

Y 

Proposition 2.1 : The single period expected cost function is convex, 
Proof: Refer .4ppendis-I. 

2.2.2 

In this section we derive the optinial inventory policy for the manufacturer 

Inventory Policy for the Manufacturer 

Proposition 2.2 : If the single period espected cost function &fix. to1? i c L )  is coil- 

vex then there exist numbers ut;G, ut;*, wL.;,, a and b such that the optimal procurement. 

policy has the structure as follows :- 

Proof: Refer Appendix-I for the proof of the existence of a solution arid the values of 

7ura, w ; ~ .  w;,. a and b. These values are as follows. 



Tile policy indicates that there are three distinct regions in which the inventory 
could fall. based on which, the manufacturer decides to  place orders wi th  suppliers. 

111 case the manufacturer has enough on-hand inventory (z > a ) ?  it does not place an 

order. If the on-hand inventory is more than b but less than a then orders are placed 
with the less espensive supplier and orders are placed with both suppliers if on-hand 

inventory is less shan b..The structure of our policy is similar to the policy obtained 

by [Anupindi and Akella( 19931. However: they consider infinite capacity and constaiit. 
reliability factor 3; (not dependent on the order quantity) for each of the suppliers. As 

a result. the boundary values (a and b)  as well as the order quantities are different i i i  

the two models. 

The inventor>- policy indicates that an increase in variance of deniand leads to an 

higher value for both a and b (refer Figure 1). However, the increase i n  a is greatpr 

t h m  that of b hecause p l  < p z .  As a result. the difference bet.ween o and b increases. 
Rerall that this difference is the region where components arc ordered only from the 
less espensive supplier. Thus, increase in the variance of demand leads to Iiiglier 

husiness volume for the less expensive supplier. It should be noted that the region 

where components are ordered from both suppliers also increases (due to increase 
i n  6). Thus, an increase in variance of demand leads to larger orders for suppliers. 

A n  intuitive explanation for the above is that increase in variance or demand forccs 

the rnanufacturer to  keep more safety stock which in turn leads to hrgrr  oIdei-s for 
suppliers. 

Boundaries defining the three regions are adjusted over time depending on supplierl 's 

ATP capacity information (when available). The value of b increases or decreases dc- 
pending on the capacity allocation of the less expensive supplier. If the capacity allo- 
cation of thc  less expensive supplier is greater than the  previous period (the rdur of h 
dcrrcases) then the manufacturer orders more from that supplier. On the other hantl. 

if the capacity allocatcd is less than the previous period (value of b increases) then the 
maniifacturer orders from both suppliers. 



Figure 1: Sensitivity Analysis with respect to  Variance of Demantl 

2.2.3 

The inventory policy has a recursive newsboy structure. The policy operates i n  t h e  fol- 
lowing manner. First the reordering point, is calculated with p, as the cost of proc~iring 
components. This gives the reordering point y = F - ' ( a j .  If the cheaper supplier has 

enough capacity (i,e y1 2 F-'(=) - z) then orders are placed only with the cheaper 
supplier for y - r  ; otherwise, maximum arnoiint 71 is ordered from the cheaper supplier. 

Nest, the reordering point. is calculated with p ' ~  as the cost of procuring components 

which gives y = F ' ( 3 ) .  The on-hand inventory is now equal to x + -fl. If thc more 

expemive supplier has enough capacity (i,e 7 2  2 y - (x + n)) then orders are placed 

for y - (z + 71) ; otherwise orders are placed for 

Newsboy Interpretation and Generalization to N Suppliers 

s+h  

Note that in the above inventory policy there exists a region such that F-'(,=) - 
7, < r < F-'(%) - y1 where the policy selects w1 = y1 and w2 = 0 though 

suppliera may have enough capacity to bring the inventory level to F-'(=) (i,e 
7, + -,* + T > F-'('%)). An intuitive explanation for this result is that ouce the 

niaiiufacturer starts procuring components from supplierz, the target inventory level 

changes to F - ' ( % ) .  However, in the above region 2 + -fl > F-l(=j , thlls  io 



0 Arrange the suppliers in a list according to their cost [in ascending order). 

Initialize z = 1 ( i  is the index t.o the ith supplier in the ahove list). Set C'onipiet.crl 
= FALSE. Set w; = 0 for all i .  

While (not Completed) 

- Comput,e ai = F-' ( =) - Cj,: 7;. 

- If 2 5 a, 

* Compute w, = rnin(y, ,  ai - x). 
* i = i+l .  
* If ((i > !V) OK (we < 7; ) then Completed = TRLE. 

- else 

* Completed = TRUE. 

Return wi for all i. 

Figure 2: Reordering Policy for Multiple Supplier Case 

orders are placed with supplier2 

The above newsboy interpretation facilitates the generalization of t,his polic>z to 
multiple suppliers. Let al..a,y correspond to the !V boundary points that define the 

reordering policy. For example, in a two supplier case, b = u2 and a = a l .  Orders are 

placed with supplier i if the on-hand inventory is less than N;. Let 71..-,,~- and p l . . p , y  

correspond to the capacities and the prices of the N suppliers where p ,  is the [cast 

cost. 7(1] ..7u.v represent orders placed with the iV suppliers. Then the ahovr Ieolderirig 
policy can be stated as follows (note that ec; > 0 only when z < ui): 

w; = min(y ; ,a ,  - .) 

The inventory policy can be implemented using the algorithm shown in Pigurc 2. .:It 
rach step, orders are placed with least cost supplier available and when t h r  ~ I I W J I C O I ~ J  



le\-.] hecoines higher than the order upto level for the supplier. no further orders are 

p 1 aced . 

2.2.4 

Suppliers face demand from more than one manufacturer at the same time. The?; 
employ capacity planning and allocate their capacity among manufacturers. Capacit.p 

allocation is based both on past demands as well as on cost-benefit analysis for the 
supplier. Operations strategy of the supplier is to produce up to the capacity allocat.ed 

for each of the manufacturer. This ensures that the supplier d e f a u h  only when there 

is excess demand (i,e the supplier does not default due bo other factors such as lack of 
raw materials). If the supplier gets an order less than the capacity allocated then it 

supplies the whole quantity, otherwise, it supplies up to the capacity allocated for the 

manufacturer. The supplier incurs a cost, (which consists of cost of ordering, holding 
and stock-out) in each time period. In our computational study, we generate a random 
number from a stationary distribution to model the capacity allocation of the supplier 
for the  manufacturer considered in the model. We restrict our attention to the cost 

incurred by the supplier due to that manufacturer. These cost figures help in the 
comparison of supplier’s performance under different scenarios that are considered. 

Inventory Policy for the Suppliers 

3 Special Cases of the Basic Model 

In this section, we describe five special cases of the basic model that we analyze in this 
paper. First three cases (Model-I, Model-I1 and Model-111) ignore supplier adoption 

c0st.s and differ only in the extent of information sharing between t.he manufact,urer 
and suppliers. Subsequently. we introduce price. subsidies in Model-11s and h;Iodel-IIls 
to incorporate supplier adoption costs 

3.1 No Information Links  (Model-I) 

In  this section, we  consider a manufacturer that does not have information (!YIP) 
links with suppliers. Such a situation is very common in inter-organizational supply 
chains. While making decisions on how much to order from each of the suppliers thc. 
manufacturer uses expected value of capacity allocation(/&;) to determine y; (maximum 
quat1tit.y that 6he supplier can be expected to fulfill). The manufacturer could employ a 

more sophisticated model for calculating 7; if the statistical distribution of the supplier 



allocations are available. However: the allocation depends on \arious e s u g e n ~ x ~ s  t'actors 

and as a result the distribution is difficult to  compute and is not available 60 tiir 

manufact.urer. Our experience indicates that in practice, the average alloc~ation value 

is tlie best approximation that the manufacturer has based on previous history. Thus. 
reordering decisions are made under the assumption that  ID;) is equal to one if  

I C ,  5 p :  and ir is equal to zero if wi > p;. Recall that inventory policy for the 
manufacturer is defined by values of at b: 7 ~ 1 ; ~ ~  wYa and w ; ~ .  For Model-I? t,Iiese values 

a.re computed by substit,uting ~i = pi (refer section 2 2 . 2 ) .  

3.2 Symmetric Information Links (Model-11) 

In this section we consider a manufacturer that has information (ATP) links with hoth 

suppliers. Many inter-organizational supply chains including grocery chaiIis are st,ri\-- 

ing to incorporate information systems which will enable quick and easy access of ATP 
a n d  forecast information of other entit,ies in the snpply chain. In  such ail ern:iron- 

rnent, t,he manufacturer knows supplier's capacity at the time of placing orders. T l i i 2  

information is incorporated while c.alcula.ting the order quantities. The mainifacturrr 

changes the ordering policy in a dynamic fashion depending on the capacit,y allorarioii 
( C ; )  of suppliers. Reordering decisions are made under t,he assuiiiption that. :9.1, cr: :I 

is equal to one if u', 5 Ci and i t  is equal to  zero if 'w, > C;. The inventory policy 
for tlie manufacturer is obtained by substit,uting 7 ,  = Ci and computiiig the vallir5 ot' 

ci .  b. uilo, w lb  and u$=. . *  

3.3 Asymmetric Information Links (Model-111) 

In this section \\-e consider a scenario where the maniifactiurer adopts i i i f ( ~ n ; : ~ . i  i w  I F I I I ; ~  

only with the less expensive supplier. The rationale behind such a stral 

iriveiit.ory polic>- of the manufacturer depends to a greater extent on CI t l . 8 ; ~ : ~  O I I  { ' 2 .  

The  values of h: W ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~  and depend on CI whereas only 7 4 ,  and 7c;;> <lepend on 

C;. The above strategy is optinial for the manufacturer when sharing i;iibrr~ 

both suppliers is not economically feasible or when the more expensive supplicr rrfuses 
to  adopt the information system. The reordering decisions are made wi.ir,h ny1llrllt:l ric 

information about t.he capacity allocations. Capacity allocation of ~ h c  I 
siuppfier is !inowl exactly whereas the capacity allocation of the more cxpi:~ 

is not known exactly. Reordering decisions are made under the assumption that, $ , ( n , ,  ) 



is eqlial to one if wI 5 C1 and it is equal to zero if wl > Ci and, &( WL) is equal to one i f  
ic2 5 p 2  and it is equal to zero if wz > p2.  The inventory policy for the manufacturer is 

ohtained by substituting -il = Cl and :/2 = p2 and computing the values of a,  h: 
and tv;o. 

3.4 

In  this section: we discuss various costs that have been attributed to adoption of infoor- 

Iriation systems in the supply chain. Subsequently, we introduce two additional rnodrls 

that incorporate price subsidies for suppliers. 

Price Subsidies (Model-11s and Model-111s) 

Adoption of a new technology such a s  electronic data interchange (EDI) leads to 
different types of costs [Hornback(l994)]. These costs can be classified into four major 

categories given below. 

Personnel: These costs are related to hiring employees in order to mainta.in a 

information system. 

Training: These costs are incurred during the initial phase of the adoption ~vhe11 

inajor training sessions are conducted for the employees. 

0 Software: Software costs mainly consists of purchasing: custoniizing and main- 
taining the software. Typically, the base price of software has reduced in thr,  last 
few years. However, costs for customizing could he high in some cases when thc 
t.ranslation software to interface with trading partner's proprietary i~iforinatioii 

is expensive [Kelleher (1986)]. 

Communication: Communication costs are costs incurred per transaction (tirnr 

during which the phone line is utilized and the CPLi time on the machinc). 

Hardware costs are one-time set up costs that are incurred in the initial phase of the 

information system adoption. The costs of adoption of an information system for a 

supplier mainly consists of personnel and software costs. These include translation 
costs (from in-house to ED1 format), security and syntax control, network services etk. 
Supplier adoption costs vary depending on the information systems already present 
with the supplier[Wang and Seidmann( 1995)j. 



I n  practice, many large firms subsidize their suppliers for the cost of in~plcmcnbing 
iriforniat,ion systems at least in t h e  initial phases [KIein(l992)]. Subsidies can also lhc 

considered as means of profit, sharing within the supply chain. These subsidics depend 
to a great extent on the initial cost of setting up and maintaining the information sys- 

tkm. iVe consider two additional models - Model-11s and Model-111s which are similar 

to Model-I1 and Model-I11 described earlier. However, both Model-11s and Model-111s 
include per unit price subsidies ( 6 p )  for suppliers who adopt information links. T h u s .  

in  Model-11s there is a price increase for both suppliers ( p l  = pi  + 6 p )  and in h~IodeI-llIs 
there is a price subsidy only for the less expensive supplier ( p i  = p ,  + 6 p  and p ;  = p2). 

Our original motivation for considering adoption costs and price subsidies  cam^ 

from the observation that many manufacturers have extensive information lirilis wit.11 

thcir suppliers while others do not have such links. We conducted a computa,tional 

st.udq of our two-level model to get insights as to when manufacturers may 11a.w an 
incentive to adopt extensive links with their suppliers. 

4 Computational Analysis and Insights 

In  t,liis section, we describe our experimental setup and prox:ide insights based on thc 

results of our computational analysis. 

4.1 Experimental Design 

The computational study was carried out in an object orient.ed discrete event. siniii- 

lation framework. The entities in t.he supply chain were modeled as ohjects and the 
communication was captured using messages. The demand distribution as well as 

the distribution functions of the capacity allocations were assumed to be normal. 111 

our study, we varied the  standard coefficient of variation (scv = st.andard deviation,’ 

mean) of demand and the  standard coefficient of variation(scv) of capacity allocat.iori of 

supplierl. The scv of demand for the supply chain was set to be 0.125, 0.25 and 0.375. 
I’m each of these scv value? the scv of capacity allocation of supplier, was changed ironi 
0.1% to 0.373 (in ten equal steps). Each of these configurations was run 10 timcs, each 
t i m e  using a different set of seeds for random number generation. iVc ran each of ~ h c  
problems for 100 periods. An incrcase in the SCY of the capacity of supplier, implic~s 

ari increase in the variability of supplierl’s deliveries to  the manufacturcr. Siipplirr, is 



the cheaper supplier and hence shows more variability than supplier?. l h n s .  scv  of the 
capacit?; allocation of supplier? was set at 0.125 in all the experiment.s. 

Manufacturer 
Supplier1 
Supplier? 

Table 1 shows the parameter values used in the simulation. The holding cost per 

item of inventory per unit period for the manufacturer was set at 6% of the price per 
item of goods sold and for the suppliers at 10%. The stockout cost for the manufacturer 
was set at 30% of the price of goods,.whereas for the supplierl it was 13% and for 

supplier2 it was 18%. The above cost percentages were chosen based on ow disciission 

wit,h managers in the computer industry. The stock out cost of supplier2 is higher 

because i t  is considered more reliable than supplierl. Also, the manufacturer incurs a 
higher stock-out cost due to proximity to the end-customer. 

~ ~ ~ . .  .- .. 

Mean Capacity Holding Cost Peoalty Cost Price of Goods 
$ 3.0 $ 15.0 s 50.0 

40 6 0.45 $ 0.60 s 4.5 
40 $ 0.55 $ 0.90 $ 5.5 

I I M e a n  Demono' = Rn I 

Table 1: Cost and capacit,y values used in simulation 

All our results (shown in Tables 2-5) are average values of 10 simulation rims. Cost 

incurred at any site was measured as the sum of cost of purchasing raw materials, 

inventory holding costs and stock-out. costs. Performance of the model was measured 

in terms of the total cost incurred by the manufacturer, the system as a whole, profits 

of the suppliers and the percentage of demand that was satisfied by the supply c h i n .  
We did not consider the costs incurred by the suppliers as a perforInance mcasuie 

because their values are very small (because of the parameters chosen) and hence, th ry  
do not provide much insights. 

4.2 

Wc conducted a pilot study to understand the effect of information sharing on the 
different entities in t h e  supply chain as well as the overall performance of supply chain. 

'The scv of deIriand and  capacity allocation of the supplierl were charlgcd as dcscril,etl in 

Basic Effects of In fo rma t ion  Exchange  



sect,ion 4.1.  Mie compared the pdormance of symmetric information sharing ( 1~Iodel 
11) to no infur~nation sharing (Model-I), Wje find the following results: 

Model- I Model-II 
j SCV. of Total Cost Man. Cost Service (%) Total Cost Man. Cost Service (Ym~l  
1 Demand 

0.125 13357 45240 90.0 
0.250 19203 52890 86.1 
0.37.5 26063 58250 81.6 

Table 2: Performance of the supply chain when scv of supplierl's capacity = 0.23 

11823 47033 9 1 , 4  1 

17934 51900 ~~ 5t.j7 
24900 57295 52.5 1 

cl /p1 

0.15 
0.20 
0.75 
0.30 
0.3.5 

Table 3: Performance of the supply chain under ModPI-I when scv of demand = 0.23  

Total Cost Man. Cost Service (7%) Supplierl's Supplierz's 
Profit Profit 

1S387 52319 86.7 16347 173S1 
19340 52788 86.1 15959 17.48s 
2020.5 53334 85.4 15561 1756s 
21112 53917 84.7 1515'2 1765' 
21961 54465 84.4 14804 17700 

o l / p l  

0.15 

0.25 
0.30 
0.35 

0.20 

Table 4: PerfoImance of the supply chain under hlodel-I1 when scv of demand = 0.25 

Total Cost Man. Cost Service (%) Supplier,'s Supplier2.s 
Profit Protit 

16999 51381 85.4 17623 16758 
17440 51620 87.7 17708 16.17'1 
15933 51900 87.3 17779 16180 
18483 522'2 1 86.5 1 'is50 15886 
19088 52591 86.4 1 7895 1.3607 

Total cost incurred in the supply chain: We define total cost incurred i i i  t l w  

supply chain as the sum of the costs incurred by the suppliers and t t r  ho[tliiig 



Figure 3: The effect of change in variance of supplieri's capacity allocation on t,he total 
cost incurred in the supply chain 

and stock out costs incurred by the manufacturer. This does not include the cost. 

incurrrd by the rnanufact.urer in buying the raw materials from the suppliers, as 

those transadion take place within the supply chain under consideration. Our 
results indicate that - (1) An increase in demand variability increases the cost 

incurred for a given value for scv of suppIierl's capacity (refer Table 2).  (2j 
Cost incurred increases with an increase in the variability of  supplier,'^ capacity 
(Figure 3) for a given demand variability (3)  Cost incurred by the supply chain 

in illodel-I1 is (10 to 14.8 %) less than the cost incurred in Model-I (Tables 3 and 
4 ) .  

0 Quality of service provided: Quality of service provided by the supply chain is 
measured based on the percentage of demand satisfied on time (Type-I1 service 

measure). Our results indicate that - (1) An increase in demand varia.hility 
worsens the quality of service for a given valiie of supplierl's capacity (Talde 2). 
( 2 )  Quality of service decreases with increase in the scv of  supplier,'^ capacity 

(Figure 4) for a given value of demarid variahilitj-. (3)  ;Ilodel-II outperforms 
Model-I consistently in terms of quality of service (increases 0.8 to '2.6 si) as 



Figure 4: The effect. of change in variance of supplierl’s capacity allocation on the 
qualit.>- of services provided by the supply chain 

shown in Tables 3 and 4. 

Cost i n c u r r e d  by the manufac tu re r :  (1) Cost incurred by the  manulaclurer 

iiicreases with increase in demand variability for a given value of scv ofs r ipp l ic r~’~  
capacib; [Table 2). (2) As shown in Figure 5. increase in the variability of 
supplierl’s capacity increases the cost incurred by the manufacturer.. (3 )  (‘os(,  

incurred by the manufacturer is reduced by 2.2 to 5.0% in Model- I1 a s  coitiparccd 

to Model-I (Tables 3 and 4). Thus, the manufacturer benefits from ~ i ~ f o t ~ i i i ~ ~ ~ h i  

sharing. 

0 Profits of suppliers: (1) Profits of supplierl decrease with an increase i l l  vari- 

ability of it,s capacity in Model-I. However, in h;lodel-II, profits incrmse with the 
increase in 6he variability of supplierl’s capacity. The differencc between the 
pr0Iit.s in Model-I and Model-I1 ranges from 10.1 to 15.0 % (Figurc 6 ) .  (:?) Pi-oC- 
its of supplier2 increase with an increase in the variability OF  supplier,'^ caparity 
in Model-I. Ko~vever, in Model-11, proofits decrease with an iiicr.c~;isc ill Ifw ,$.<qri- 

ability of supplierl’s capacity. The difference between the profits i l l  h l o d d  I a u r l  

Model-I1 ranges from 12.0 to  l S . l  %, (Figure 7) .  ( 3 )  Supplier,’s profit. iiiuraw 



FigiiIe 5: The effect of change in variance of supplierl's capacity allocation on the cost 
~nciirred by the manufacturer 

with an increase in variance i t  shows in the capacity allocation for the manufac- 

turer in  Model-11. An  intuitive explanation for this second order effect is tllat h>- 
increasing the variance in capacity allocation the supplier gets a largr slice of the 

demand in Model-11. However, the increase in profits is not very significant.. 

The above results on cost and quality of service rendered by the supply chain 
va.litlat,e oiir hypothesis H I  which states that supplier information sharing lea.& to 

bett,er performance in the supply chain both in terms of cost and quality of srrvice. 

Huwrverl our hypothesis H2 is not validated because supplietz's profits decrease wi th  
inforrnation sharing and as a result, we  find that supplier inforniation is not bencficial 

to all the organizational entities in the supply chain.' 

'In order to overcome the loss of business from the manufacturer as a result of information sharing. 
supplier2 should improve the production procesy (this could be done with or without inputs fronl the 
Iuanufacturer) so that it can produce at a lower cost. Dyer and Ouchi[l993] indicate thaL such 
situatious are common in Japanese automotive industry where manufacturers like Nissan and l b y o t a  
often help a supplier improve the  production process in order to reduce cost. 



sr" 0 9  damand - 0.25 
........... ~ .. .. ~ ......... ~ ~. ........... ~ ~ . . . ~  . . . .  ~ 
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Figure 6: The effect of change in variance of supplierl's capacity allocatioii on ttw 
profits of supplier1 

Figure 7: The effect of change in variance of supplier,'s capacity allocatioIi 011 t h  
profits of supplier2 



4.3 

From the results of the previous section, we find that the more espensive supplier's 
profits decrease in Model-11 (refer Figure i j .  An  intuitive explanation for that, is that, 
the competitive advantage of supplierz is the ability to deliver goods in a more reliable 

maimer as compared to  supplierl. However, in Model-I1 this advantage of supplier2 is 

lost because of the real-time information transfer that occurs between the manuiac- 
twer  and suppliers. The manufacturer has full information on the capacity allocat,ions 
before making the reordering decision and uses the information effectivelj- to  reducf 

its cost and provide better services. 

S y m m e t r i c  versus A s y m m e t r i c  Informat ion  Links 

cr1/p1 

0.1.5 
0.20 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 

Total Cost Man. Cost Service ('%j ' Supplierl's 'Supplier2's 
Profit Profit 

17181 51417 88.2 17623 16612 
17596 51635 S7.4 1770s 163T3 . 

18119 51929 87.2 17779 16030 
18685 52265 86.3 1 78.50 15729 
19339 52670 86.1 17895 15436 

TaLle 5: Performance of the supply chain under Model-111 when scv of dcmaiid = 0.25 

I n  such a situation, the manufacturer and supplierz have conflicting strategies. The 
manufacturer prefers information sharing (Model-11) whereas supplierz does not prefer 
information sharing ( i t  prefers Model-I). This may result in asymmetric inform a t '  1011 

links (Model-111) where, the more expensive supplier does not have inforrnatioli links 

with thc manufacturer. We conducted the same set of experiments as in thc preL-ioiis 
section and cornpared the performance of Model-I1 and Model-111. On cornparison of 

tables 4 and 5, we find the following results - 

Total cost incurred in t he  supply chain: Total cost incurred i n  the S I I ~  

ply chain is more in Model-111 as compared to Model-11. The difference it1 cost 

incurred is less than 3 75 for all values of scv of supplierj's capacity. 

Quality of service provided: Percentage of demand satisfied on t i m e  is leis 

iii Model-Ill as cornpared to Model-11. The difference in most cases is less than 



5s" 0, esmana m 0.25 
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Figure S: The effect of change in variance of supplierl's capacity allocation 011 the 
profits of supplier2 given that supplierl shares the information 

O..? % of total demand. 

Cost i n c u r r e d  by t he  manufacturer: Cost incurred by the ~iiaiiufacr~ircr 1s 

more in Model-I1 as compared to Model-111. The difference is marginal and in all 

cases is less than 0.1 %. 

0 Profits of suppliers: Profits of supplierl remain the same in both klodrl-I1 
and Model-111. However, profits of supplier? is less in Model-I11 as couil~arrd to  

Model-I1 (refer Figure S). This result indicates that it is better for supplit'r2 to 

share information given that supplierl shares the information. 

Our results indicate that asymmetric information links (Model-1 I I )  is worse for 

all the entities including the more expensive supplier. As a result, the more expensive 
supplier is forced to share the information because t,he less expensive supplier is inclined 

to  share the information. These observations va1idat.e hypothesis H 3  which indicates 

that a.11 entities will be inclined to share information. 



4.4 Supplier Adoption Costs 

So Ea.r we ignored the supplier adoption COGS which influenced our results iiitlica tirig 

that both suppliers are inclined to share inforniabion. In practice, we grnerallF- do 

not find such situations where all entities in the supply chain unilaterally favor siich 

a decision. In this section, we introduce supplier adoption costs in our analysis. On 
introduction of adoption costs it. is not optimal for the suppliers to  share information 

when the adoption costs are greater than the increase in profits due to inforiiiat,ion 
sharing. In order to  encourage the suppliers to adopt the technology the manufacturer 

rriay need to provide subsidies. However, these subsidies may drive the manufacturer 

towards not having information links if the adoption costs (as a result subsiclips) are 

high. 

In our computational study we performed the same set of experiments with different. 
values for the subsidy ( 6 p  = 0.01,0.0~,0.110.15,0.20,0.30 and 0.50). Recall that the 
values of pl and p~ in all our experiments are 4.3 and 5.5 respectively. It is to he not,ed 
that  Model-11s and Model-111s (described in section 3.4) are identical to Model-I1 arid 

\~lodel-III respectively when 6 p  = 0. We find the following resu1t.s (summarixd i n  

1 Subsidy 1 Model-I 1 Model-Its 1 Model-111s I 

Table 6: Comparison of cost incurred by the manufacturer for scv = 0.15 for supplierl’s 
capacity and scv demand = 0.25 

tables 6 ,  7 and 8) .  

( I )  Cost incurred by the manufacturer increases with an increase in t l~c  subsictv. 

( 2 )  It is better for the rnatiufacturer to have information linlcs with hot)] suppliers 



Subsidy Model-I Model-11s 
( 6 P )  

Table 7: Comparison of cost incurred by the manufacturer for scv = 0.25 for supplierI's 
capacity and scv demand = 0.25 

Model-111s 

Subsidy Model-I 
(6P) 

Model-11s Model-111s 



when price suhsidies are low (compare the costs incurred for Model-I, Motlel-11s 

and Model-111s when 6p < 0.05 ). 

(3) It is better for the manufacturer to have information links wi1.h the less 
expensive supplier when price subsidies are moderate (compare the costs when 
0.05 _< 6 p  < 0.5 (for scv of suppiierl’s capacity = 0.25, 0.35) and when 0.05 5 
6 p  < 0.:3 (for scv of supplierl’s capacity =0.15)). 

(4) It is better for the manufacturer to have no information links when price sub- 
sidies are high (compare the costs when Fp 2 0.5 (for scv of supplierl’s capacity 

=0.’25, 0.35) and 6 2 0.3 (for scv of supplierl’s capacity = 0.15)). 

Manufacturer’s decision to adopt information links with the suppliers depends on 

the subsidy (Fp) and the variation of supplierl’s capacity allocation. When the subsidy 

value is low (supplier adoption costs are low) then it is hetter to have informa,tiori 
links with both the suppliers. When the subsidy value is moderate then it is better 

to have information links with the less expensive supplier and when subsidy value is 

very high, it is better not to have information links. [Wang and Seidmann(l995)] shorn 

a similar result for a deterministic demand. They prove that if th?  supplier adoption 

costs for information links (ED1 links) are high then it is optimal for t,he maniifa.cturcr 

to have ED1 only with few suppliers. Our. results provide one possible explnnation 
for a supplier’s preference to join the CommerceNET (because supplier adopt,ion costs 
are relatively low) whereas ED1 links with specific manufacturers are not as prevalent, 

(hecause supplier adoption costs are higher). Our results provide further insights on 
the incentive for the manufacturer to have information links. L$Te find from results ( 3 )  
and (4)  that the manufacturer is likely to  maintain information links with suppliers 
when the uncertainty in the supply process is greater even if the supplier adoption costs 

arc high. Based on the above results we find that incorporation of supplier adoption 

cash may result in the negation of hypotheses H 2  and H 3  based on the a~nount  of 
suhsidy (6p) and the variation in supplierl’s capacity allocation. 

5 Conclusions 

In  this  papcr, we  analyze the effect of supplier available-to-promise (ATP) informa- 

tion on the performance of a supply chain. We integrat,e supplier information with 



thr decision process of the  manufacturer. We first develop a basic model for iiianufac- 

tiuI~r,isupplier interaction in a simple t,wo-tiered supply chain, and derive an opt inial 
ordering policy for the manufacturer. bf;e provide a newsboy interpretation to thc 

policy and generalize it to multiple suppliers. We then use the basic model (wi th  

two  suppliers) to define a series of more specialized models: each making different as- 
sumptions about t h e  extent and costs of supplier information exchange. Through oui- 
computational studjr. we have tried to understand the dynamics of the supply chain 

using different parameters for demand and capacity variations. While i t  i s  impossible 

to generalize completely, our study indicates that supplier information has a signifi- 
cant effect on the performance of different entities present in the supply chain. 1 .v~  
find that information sharing reduces the total cost incurred in the supply chain and 

improves the quality of service. These results confirm the belief that quick propaga- 
tion of relevant information reduces uncertainty in the system and. as a result.. leads 
to better performance. We find that t h e  more expensive supplier may riot. benefit from 

information sharing, yet is forced to share informat,ion. The less expensive supplier 

arid the manufacturer benefit from information sharing (when sripp[ier adoption costs 

ar? riegleckd). Thus. we find that. inter-organjzational information systems (10s) iiiity 
not. he beneficial to all entities in the supply chain. Introduction of price suhsitlie.; 

( to  model supplier adoption costs) changes the effect of information sharing on the 

performance of the manufacturer. N e  find that i t  may no longer be optimal for the 

manufacturer to share information with both suppliers. 1Q-e also find that the nian~i- 

facturer is likely to maintain information links with suppliers when uncertaiiit,!- i n  t.he 
supply process is greater even if supplier adoption costs are high. Our results pro\:idr. 

further insights into diversity of interests which lead to difficulties in the aclopt.ioii of 

int.cr-organizational information systems in a supply chain. 

In this paper, we  considered a single period optimization by the manufacturer auld 

simulated the policy for a number of periods. Some extensions of this model are as 

follows. ( 1 )  A mult.j-period model for the manufacturer would facilitate understanding 

t tw relationship between performance of entities in the supply chain and nriiulicr 01’ 
periods in the decision process. In such a model, we  need to incorporate the iiiacciirncj- 
i n  information provided in such a manner so that inaccuracy in capacity infortiiot,iori 

for a future period increases as we move away from the current period. ( 2 )  11, this 
paper. we assumed that suppliers face demand from other manufacturers as wc:ll. I n  



must, cases these manufacturers are part of the same industry. As a result, demand rhat. 

the manufacturer [in our model) faces and capacit.y alIocations of suppliers would he 

hishl?;. correlated. It would be interesting to analyze the impact of information sharing 

in such a situation. (3) Finally7 a two st.age model of the supply chain is useful t u  set, 
insightfiil analytical results but may not be a very close approximation to LZ rpal life 
supply chain. A multi-level modeling of the supply chain (with some approxirnat.ions on 

the  operating strategies) may provide additional insights on the impact of information 
sharing. 
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@.bI z.w1 .w), a Z M  Z,W1,IU* , B ~ M ( r . w , . m ) .  - a 2 M ( r , y , . w l )  
Define a = 1 b = w, c = as2 ar 
Let. 
h = n t hl where hl = (x t h)j1(w,)&(u~2)f(z t LL:I t 72) 
c = u t c1 where CI = (x + h)&,(wl)&(wz)I(a + YI + wz) 
d = Q + bl + c1 + dl where d l  = (r t h)&(m1)P2(w)f(2 t YI t 72) 
The determinant of H is giyen by, 
detfl = (a.+bl)(u+c~)(bltdl)-a(a.d~-b~.c~)-(atb~)(~tc~)b~ = bl.cl(n+dllta.dI(bl tc1) 
Since each of the terms, bl,cl,n.dl are non-negative, the  Hessian i s  positive senii-cl~:liiii~c aiirl 

therefore the function is conves. c1 

Proof of Proposition 2.2: 
From Proposition 2.1, we know that the single period cost function is convex. For 1 . 1 ~ 7  o p l h i i i i  
valnes for tul aid u ; ~ :  we need to find the partial derivat.ives of M ( x , q ; w ~ )  wit.Ii w w n ( : t  t.o 



them and apply the Kuhii-Tucker conditions. The first order optirndity conditions are: for 
i =  1.2 

There are three possible ways of ordering goods froin the suppliers. a)  order no goods from 
both of them. b) order goods ouly from the more economical suppljer and c) order goods 
from both the suppliers. Lets consider these cases. 

Case-I: u.'1 = I L ' ~  = 0 

S,?,f(r,.u: . W 2 )  - 

This value is less than 0. but in the limit when x tends to infinity the value becomes greater 
than 0.  Hence, there e.uists a point where the derivative is 0. Thus, 

J f  - and U d G )  - ,3,v = > = 0  

;I I', ; - PI - ?r t (. + h).F(.r)  

,E1 = F - l (  %) 

Using similar arguments as above, we can get another point zz where. 

We know that the first supplier is less expensive as compared to the second supplier. i.e p1 < 
p ~ .  therefore. 21 > zz.So, we have a value of on-hand inventory x such for T > r1[S): 
the optimal policy is not to order goods from either of the  suppliers, i.e w1=w2=0. 

Case-11: w1 > 0 and w2 = 0 

8.11 (I, wi .w 1 
As L L ~ ~  > 0 hence: a,LL 

which implies that 

We also know that wz = 0 which implies that 3''f(~;~~'~'1 >= 0 so, two a1terna.k Cases need 
to be considered. 
if Dl(ul)=O then. u'l = -fl 
because the maximum goods that can be expected to be delivered when pl(u,,1) is equal to 
zero has a upper bound of 71 ~ so it would be optimum to order only -fl. 
I f  g ~ ( q )  is not equal to zero then we get, zu1 = F - l ( % )  - r 
So. if we have values of on-hand inventory x such that 

N? = P(3) 

at wz = 0 is zero hy  the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. 
pIyl(cr.~)-.&(u!1)t [* th )3 l ( lu l )F ( l+u! l )=  0 

&(tc1) = 0 or F ( z + w 1 ) =  2 

x >= F - ' ( % )  -",I and T <= F- ' (%)  

then it would be optimd to  order min ( r l , F  -1 ( n + h  ) -2) from the more economical supplier 
and nothing from the other supplier. 

Case-111: ZUI > 0 and wz > 0 
Applying the first order conditions we get, 

ahl[r.rvl.w2) - 
au:., - P I A ( W 1 )  - T P 1 h )  f (T t h)(PI(.u,~l)PZ(WZ)l"(+ t w1 -I- wz)t 

31(W1)32(.~2)F(T t w1 + 72) = 0 



Xld. 
,'?.llir,~L~,,T,:~ I - 

8 I t  
- p&( u:.~) - zi:j2itc2) ( r  i h ) ( 3 , j w l j ; j 2 (  u!? )F(r  - W I  t w?!+ 
%Z( v22:131jl; IC1 !F(J + a* + 71) = 0 

Solving the above simultaneous equation. leads to  the optimal order quant.ities ut, and (I;? 

from the suppliers. 
The value of a, b and t cTa  are given by: 

1 -  = F -  ( :+h I .  

h = F -  ( r+h ) - 1'1. and 

rr;, = n l i n ( - / l , F - y ~ )  - .r) 
The values of .io;b and .K;, should satisfy the above simultaneous equation (given in  case-111). 
11% proceed by splitting the possible values into four regions based on whether 3;( ai) = 0 or 
1 for i= 1,2. Then we get the following rule - 

1 . 3  If F -  1 r+h j - 71 - J < y.2 
then 

PI'? 

= 1'1: u2;o = P ( 3 j  - y, - z 

~ l ; b  = 1 1 ;  UTa = T2 0 




